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Grants

Advanced German and European Studies

The Freie Universität Berlin and GSA Berlin Program for Advanced German and European Studies offers up to one year of research support at the Freie Universität Berlin. It is open to scholars in all social science and humanities disciplines, including historians, working on the period since the mid-19th century. The program accepts applications from US and Canadian nationals or permanent residents. Applicants for a dissertation fellowship must be full-time graduate students who have completed all coursework required for the PhD and must have achieved ABD (all but dissertation) status by the time the proposed research stay in Berlin begins. Also eligible are US and Canadian PhDs who have received their doctorates within the past two calendar years. Awards provide 10-12 months of research.

Deadline: 1 December 2004. For complete information and an application, please go to our website: [http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~bprogram/](http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~bprogram/) or send an email to: bprogram@zedat.fu-berlin.de.

Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR)

CLIR is offering fellowships funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to support dissertation research in the humanities in original sources. The purposes of the program are to: (1) help junior scholars in the humanities and related social-science fields gain skill and creativity in developing knowledge from original sources; (2) enable dissertation writers to do research wherever relevant sources may be rather than just where financial support is available; (3) encourage more extensive and innovative uses of original sources in libraries, archives, museums, historical societies, and related repositories in the US and abroad; and (4) provide insight from the viewpoint of doctoral candidates into how scholarly resources can be developed for access most helpfully in the future. Applications postmarked by 15 November 2004 (1 November 2004, if mailed from outside the United States) will be considered. Application information and forms are available under "Fellowships" at [www.clir.org](http://www.clir.org), or may be requested from CLIR by e-mail at info@clir.org, by phone at 202-939-4750, or by mail at CLIR, 1755 Massachusetts Av, NW, Suite 500, Washington, DC, 20036-2124.

International Center for Advanced Studies (NYU)

Fellowships for 2005-2006. Theme: "Politics of the Unprivileged". This is the second year of a larger project on 'The Authority of Social Knowledge Global Age'. The project, which welcomes applications from scholars with PhDs at all career stages in any social science or humanities discipline from the US and abroad, seeks to examine the production, circulation, and practical import of knowledge generated in the various disciplines of social inquiry. What are the costs of the growing divide between social science inquiry and humanistic scholarship? What are the implications of the growing dominance of US-based models of social inquiry for the understanding of other...
cultures and for the fundamental concepts of political experience and inquiry? The stipend is $35,000 for nine months and includes eligibility for NYU housing. Application deadline: 6 January 2005. See http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/icas for more information and application forms, or write to the center: 212-995-4546 (fax); icas@nyu.edu.

LSA Committee on Ethnic Diversity in Linguistics (CEDL)

Minority students who are LSA members and have a paper accepted for presentation at the LSA Annual Meeting or any of the concurrent meetings may apply for travel funds (up to $500). For the purpose of this fund, the term 'minority' is defined as "members of racial and ethnic groups in the US that have been historically disenfranchised in the US and are traditionally underrepresented in higher education in general, and in linguistics in particular". Application consists of a letter from the applicant indicating minority status and estimated travel costs, a copy of the abstract, and a brief letter from the student’s chair or advisor indicating applicant's standing and how the home institution will support their participation. All materials should be sent to: Tracey L. Weldon, English Dept., The University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208; 803-777-2074; 803-777-9064 (fax); weldont@gwm.sc.edu. The deadline for receipt of materials is 31 October 2004.

National Science Foundation/National Endowment for the Humanities

NSF and NEA are jointly funding 'Documenting Endangered Languages', a multi-year program to support projects to develop and advance knowledge concerning endangered human languages. Principal Investigators and applicants for fellowships may propose projects involving one or more of the following activities: (1) fieldwork to record in digital audio and video format one or more endangered languages; (2) later stage documentation including preparing lexicons, grammars, text samples, and databases; (3) digitizing and otherwise preserving and providing wider access to such documentary materials, including previously collected materials and those concerned with languages which have recently died and are related to currently endangered languages; (4) developing standards and databases to make this documentation widely available in consistent, archivable, interoperable, and web-based formats; (5) initial analysis of findings in the light of current linguistic theory; (6) training native speakers in descriptive linguistics; and (7) creating other infrastructure, including workshops, to make the problem of endangered languages more widely understood and more effectively addressed. The first proposal deadline is 1 November 2004. For more information, see: http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2004/nsf04605/nsf04605. Please direct questions about project grants to: jmalinig@nsf.gov; direct questions about fellowships to: haguera@neh.gov.

Of interest to grant and fellowship applicants: Research Projects and Research Proposals: A Guide for Scientists Seeking Funding, Paul G.
Chapin (Cambridge University Press, 2004).
Executive Committee Report

The Officers and Executive Committee met on Saturday, 15 May 2004, in the Ambassador Room of the Westin Embassy Row Hotel, 9:00 AM - 5:45 PM. They resumed their deliberations on Sunday, 16 May, at 9:00 AM and concluded their meeting at 1:00 PM. Those attending were Joan Bybee, President; Mark Aronoff, Vice President/President-Elect; Ray Jackendoff, Past President; Gregory Ward, Secretary-Treasurer; Kristen Syrett, Bloch Fellow; Stephen Anderson; Mark Baker; Eve Clark; Larry Hyman; Ellen Kaisse; and Gillian Sankoff. Donna Christian, President of the Center for Applied Linguistics, joined the Committee on Saturday. Pauline Yu met with the Committee on Sunday afternoon. Mary M. Niebuhr and Margaret Reynolds represented the Secretariat.

1. Motions of Approval
The minutes of the January 2004 meeting were approved as presented. The preliminary agenda and the proposed schedule were approved.

2. Secretary-Treasurer’s Report
A report highlighting activities undertaken by the Secretary-Treasurer was accepted with thanks. The Secretary-Treasurer noted that the total number of individual members over the period 1994 to 2003 had declined by over 800 (18%). We do not have the data to determine whether or not the decline in membership reflects a general trend in the field. To address this lack, he proposed a data gathering project to monitor the enrollment in BA programs, current numbers of graduate students, numbers of PhDs awarded, and faculty lines. The Committee voted to award Ivan Sag the 2005 Victoria A. Fromkin Prize in recognition of his more than 30 years of service to the development of linguistic institutes. The results of the mail and electronic ballots distributed to the Committee since the January meetings were verified.

3. Long Range Planning
The members of the Executive Committee were divided into two groups to address different topics. Recommendations of the "Products and Services" group focused entirely on a vastly expanded and improved members-only section of the LSA website. The Committee appointed an ad hoc Committee on Research Notes (Mark Baker, Chair, Steve Anderson and Brian Joseph) to define criteria for submission, develop a template, and propose the form and content of a new on-line journal. Recommendations of the "Recruitment and Retention" group included: (1) a Standing Committee on Membership and Services; (2) changes in the Annual Meeting program structure and planning; (3) ways to engage departments in the work of the LSA; and (4) additional kinds of material for the website. The Executive Committee endorsed these recommendations and named Gregory Ward, chair, Joan Bybee, Larry Hyman, and Kristen Syrett to serve on the Committee on Membership and Services.

4. President's Business
The Secretariat brought the Committee up to date on the OFAC ban on editing papers from embargoed countries. Since a clarification on
how to proceed is not likely until legal action is taken, the LSA asked that the editor not process the submissions he had recently received from Iran. The detailed comments and thoughtful suggestions on the Unicode Consortium submitted by the Committee on Computing were gratefully accepted. In light of the financial demands facing the LSA, the Executive Committee declined to affiliate with the Consortium. Recognizing the importance of the Unicode initiative, the Executive Committee instead offered to identify experts and consultants for the project. The Committee approved submitting a general letter of support for the Terascale initiative.

5. Linguistic Institutes
The Committee received the brief report sent by the organizers of the 2005 Linguistic Institute and with great appreciation, they reserved 2007 for a Stanford Institute. The Committee was delighted to learn that the University of California at Berkeley had begun planning for the 2009 Linguistic Institute.

6. The State of the Discipline Projects
The Committee reviewed the new FAQs and noted with thanks the contributions of Stephen Anderson, Larry Hyman, and Bob Ladd/Antonella Sorace who wrote the three new brochures. The Committee discussed the possibility of packaging the FAQs as a book and encouraged Stephen Anderson to explore options and possibilities. The report of the Virtual Museum of Language and Linguistics was received with thanks. The Secretariat was asked to review and revise the procedures for LSA Committees wishing to apply for grants.

7. Committee, Delegate and Secretariat Reports
The Nominating Committee's report was accepted with thanks. After discussion, the recommendation that the Linguistics, Language and the Public Award for 2005 be given to Deborah Tannen was approved. The reports of the Advisory to Programs Committee, Committee on Ethnic Diversity in Linguistics, the Social and Political Concerns Committee, the Honorary Members Committee, and the Language in the School Curriculum Committee were accepted with thanks. The report from the Committee on Endangered Languages prompted a discussion of the eligibility requirements for support funds from LSA. The Executive Committee determined that LSA membership should be a priority for such funds but not a strict requirement. Reports were received with thanks from the Society's delegates to Section Z, Section V, and Section J of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. The report on activities at the Secretariat was received with thanks. The report from the Committee on Committee and Delegate Appointments was accepted with thanks. All recommendations were approved by the Executive Committee.

8. Publications
The Committee received with thanks the report submitted by Brian Joseph, the Editor of *Language*. Due to financial constraints, the Committee affirmed that the revisions to the *Twentieth Century Index* would need to be limited to correcting typographical errors and incorporating the 37 missing pages. The Committee acknowledged with gratitude Paul Newman's memorandum on
copyright-related matters affecting Language. The Committee received the report prepared by the Secretariat on Project Muse and noted that a new contract was currently being negotiated between the Johns Hopkins University Press and the publishers. They also were pleased to learn that JSTOR had announced a revenue-sharing plan with member publishers.

9. Reports from Sister Organizations and Collaborative Projects
The reports received from the National Humanities Alliance, the Center for Advanced Study of Language, the Coalition for National Science Funding, the Joint National Committee on Languages/National Council on Languages and International Studies, the Decade of Behavior, the American Anthropological Association’s Conference on Race and Human Variation, the Coalition on the Academic Workforce, the National Research Council’s Survey of PhD programs, the Language Summit, the National Institute for Mental Health, the National Museum of Language, and the ACTFL Year of Languages Project were accepted with thanks.

10. Executive Session
The Executive Committee voted to accept the changes to the staff salary and fringe benefits package recommended by the Finance Committee. Further, they directed the Secretary-Treasurer to develop a revised set of priorities for the Secretariat in light of the fiscal and membership crises.

11. Annual Meeting
The Secretariat reported on planning for the San Francisco meeting. The proposed abstract guidelines and specifications for the 2006 Annual Meeting were approved. The Secretariat was encouraged to visit Portland as a possible site for the 2009 Annual Meeting and to thank Professors Shibatani and Woodbury for their invitation to meet in Texas.

12. Report from Finance Committee
The Secretary-Treasurer reported on the meeting of the Finance Committee held on Friday, 14 May. Mark Aronoff, Ray Jackendoff, and Gregory Ward were present; Joan Bybee was delayed in transit. D. Terence Langendoen reported by email.

- The minutes of the 7 January 2004 meeting of the Finance Committee were approved with correction.
- The LSA Statement on Investment Policies and Guidelines was reviewed and reaffirmed.
- The Committee then considered the proposed budget for FY 2004-05. Noting the continuing decline in membership income and the prospect that the deficit could be as high as $59,000, the Committee discussed various revenue enhancements and cost cutting measures such as: (1) revising the dues structure; (2) limiting proposed revisions to the Twentieth Century Index; (3) increasing Annual Meeting registration fees; and (4) reducing contributions to umbrella groups and for special projects.
- The appointment of Beth McMaster of McMaster and
Associates as auditor for fiscal year 2003-04 was recommended.

The Finance Committee met in executive session to review the performance of the Executive Director and to discuss salaries and fringe benefits. The Executive Committee accepted their report with thanks, asked that efforts be made to effect additional economies whenever possible, and voted to approve the budget for the upcoming fiscal year.

13. New Business
At the end of their meeting, the Executive Committee welcomed Pauline Yu, the new president of the American Council of Learned Societies. Dr. Yu highlighted the various programs at ACLS and responded to comments and questions from the members of the Committee.

[The full text of the minutes of this meeting are available on request from the LSA Secretariat.]
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The Leonard Bloomfield Book Award

The Linguistic Society of America solicits nominations for the Leonard Bloomfield Book Award. First presented in 1992, this biennial award recognizes a volume that makes an outstanding contribution to the development of our understanding of language and linguistics. The volume so honored will be selected on the basis of such criteria as originality, conceptual significance, empirical import, clarity of presentation, and likely impact on linguistic scholarship. The award is conferred in even-numbered years. A plaque will be presented to both the author and the publisher at the 2006 LSA Annual Meeting in Albuquerque.

We welcome nominations of both specialist and more general books in any subfield of linguistics. In order to recognize the full diversity of the field of linguistics, the selection committee especially welcomes nominations of books in areas not recently represented among the Bloomfield winners. Edited volumes are not eligible for this award although jointly authored books are. Textbooks can be considered, but they are unlikely to meet the criteria for the award (though perhaps Bloomfield's Language might have). In order to be eligible, the author(s) must be member(s) of the Society, and the book must have been published in one of the two years immediately preceding the deadline for the receipt of entries (e.g. for the 2006 competition, books published after 28 February 2003 and before 1 March 2005 will be considered).

To be considered for the 2006 award, a nomination form and four copies of the books should be sent to: Leonard Bloomfield Book Award Committee, LSA Secretariat, 1325 18th Street, NW, Suite 211, Washington, DC 20036-6501. All materials must be received by the Secretariat no later than 1 March 2005.

Download the nomination form here. (pdf)

The Book Award Committee consists of three scholars: a member of the Executive Committee, who usually serves as chair, and two members appointed by the LSA President. This committee will consider all the books submitted and may recommend one title to the Executive Committee who must formally approve the Award Committee's recommendation.

Previous Winners

1992 Keren Rice, A grammar of Slave
1994 Johanna Nichols, Linguistic diversity in space and time
1996 William Labov, Principles of linguistic change: Internal factors
1998 Alice C. Harris and Lyle Campbell, Historical syntax in cross-linguistic perspective
2000 Lyle Campbell, American Indian languages: The historical linguistics of Native America
2002 Marianne Mithun, The languages of Native North America
Forthcoming Conferences

2003

June

1-4. **Canadian Association of Applied Linguistics.** Halifax, NS, Canada. (Contact: Martine Peters, Dept Ling, U Québec a Montréal, CP 8888, Suc Centre-Ville Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3C 3P8; mpeters@aclacaal.org; http://www.aclacaal.org/.)


5-7. **Athabaskan Languages.** Humboldt SU, Arcata, CA. Theme: Adaptation & Change in Athabaskan Languages. (Contact: gollav@axe.humboldt.edu; http://www.uaf.edu/anlc/alc.)

6-7. **Applied Linguistics, 2nd.** London, ON, Canada. Theme: From Theory to Practice. (Contact: Shelley K Taylor, U W ON, Fac Ed, 1137 Western Rd, London ON N6G 1G7, Canada; 519-661-2111 x 88582; fax: 519-661-3833; taylor@uwo.ca; http://www.uwo.ca/linguistics/appliedling.)

6-9. **Catalan Studies, 19th.** Cologne, Germany. Theme: Norms & Identities. (Contact: Aina Torrent-Lenzen, Cologne U App Scis, Fac Info Sci & Communication Studies, Mainzer Str 5, D-50678, Cologne, Germany; 49-2-21-82-75-32-95; normes.i.identitats@web.de; http://www.katalanistik.de/colloqui.htm.)


8. **Conference in Honor of David McNeill.** Chicago, IL. (Contact: feyparr@uchicago.edu; http://mcneilllab.uchicago.edu/fest.html.)

11-12. **Phonetics & Phonology in Iberia (PaPI).** Lisbon, Portugal. (Contact: PaPI2003, Dept Gen & Romance Ling, Fac Let, U Lisbon, Alameda da Universidade, 1600-214, Lisbon, Portugal; PAPI2003@mail.telepac.pt; http://www.fl.ul.pt/eventos/PaPI.)


12-14. **Language Variation in Europe, 2nd (ICLaVE2).** Uppsala U, Sweden. (Contact: Lena Bergstrom, 46-18-471-6872; ICLaVE2@nordiska.uu.se; http://www.nordiska.uu.se/ILCaVE2.)

13-15. **North American Association of Celtic Language Teachers, 9th (NAACLT).** San
14-16. **Evaluation in Academic Discourse.** Siena, Italy. (Contact: mbondi@unimo.it.)

16-17. **Israel Association for Theoretical Linguistics, 19th.** Ben-Gurion U, Be’er Sheva, Israel. (Contact: ITAL 19, Dept Engl, ATTN Sharon Armon-Lotem, Bar-Ilan U, Ramat Gan 52900, Israel; armonls@mail.biu.ac.il.)


17-19. **Case, Valency, & Transitivity.** Nijmegen, The Netherlands. (Contact: Peter de Swart, Fac Arts, Dept Ling, PO Box 9103, U Nijmegen, 6500 HD Nijmegen, The Netherlands, fax: 024-361-1070; P.deSwart@let.kun.nl.)


18-20. **Polarity, Scalar Phenomena, Implicatures: At the Interface between Grammar & and the Cognitive System.** Milan, Italy. Abstract deadline: 31 January 2003. (Contact: carlo.cecchetto@unimib.it.)

19-21. **Functional Literacy in Modern Society.** Irkutsk, Russia. Abstract deadline: 31 March 2003. (Contact: zelberg_@mail.ru.)

23-24. **Maritime Terminology, Communication, & Globalization, 3rd (ICMT).** Lisbon, Portugal. (Contact: Maria Amélia Doria, ILTEC, Rua Conde de Redondo, 74, 5, 1150-109 Lisbon, Portugal; 351-21-356-3052; fax: 351-21-352-8112; mad@iltec.pt; http://www.iltec.pt/eng/index2.html.)


23-26. **Poetics & Linguistics: Challenging the Boundaries (PALA 2003).** Istanbul, Turkey. (Contact: pala2003@boun.edu.tr.)

24-26. **Pacific Asia Conference on Language, Information, & Computation, 17th (PACLIC 17).** Singapore. (Contact: Kim-Teng Lua, Sch Compu, Ntnl U Singapore, 3 Science Dr 2, Singapore 117543; 6874-2782; fax: 6779-4580; luakt@comp.nus.edu.sg; http://cslp.comp.nus.edu.sg/colis/conference/PACLIC17/index.htm.)

26-27. **Association of Portuguese- & Spanish-Based Creoles, 3rd.** A Coruña, Spain. Abstract deadline: 22 March 2003. (Contact: acblpe@mail2.udc.es; http://www.udc.es/dep/ix/acblpe.)

26-27. **Computational Processing of the Portuguese Language--Written & Spoken, 6th.** Faro, Portugal. (Contact: http://www.ualg.pt/propor.)

26-28. **Communication, Medicine, & Ethics (COMET).** Cardiff, UK. (Contact: HowellL@cardiff.ac.uk; http://www.cf.ac.uk/encap/hcrc/comet.)
26-28. **Korea Association of Teachers of English.** Daejeon, Rep Korea. Theme: English Language Policy & Curriculum. (Contact: Lhj@sunchon.ac.kr; http://www.kate.or.kr.)


27-28. **Representing Culture & Constructing Identity in Talk on Television.** Bologna, Italy. (Contact: haarman@lingue.unibo.it.)

28. **TABU-day.** U Groningen, The Netherlands. (Contact: Femke Wester, Fac Let, ATW, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Postbus 716, 9700 AS Groningen, The Netherlands; 31-050-363-7412; tabu@let.rug.nl; http://www.rug.nl/let/onderzoek/onderzoekinstituten/clcg/events/tabudag/.)

29 June - 2 July. **International Association for Forensic Phonetics (IAFP).** Vienna, Austria. (Contact: IAFP2003@kfs.oeaw.ac.at; http://www.kfs.oeaw.ac.at/IAFP2003.)

**July**

3-5. **Histories of Prescriptivism: Alternative Approaches to the Study of English 1700-1900.** Sheffield, UK. (Contact: j.c.beal@shef.ac.uk.)

4. **Babel or Behemoth: Language Trends in Asia.** Singapore, Singapore. (Contact: Valerie Yeo, Asia Res Inst, Natl U Singapore, AS7, Level 4, 5 Arts Link, Singapore 117570; fax: 65-6779-1428; ariyeov@nus.edu.sg; http://www.ari.nus.edu.sg/LanguageTrends.htm.)


7-8. **Doctoral Meeting in Linguistics, 8th.** U Paris 7, France. (Contact: Denise Diderot, U Paris 7, UFR Ling/Atelier Doctorants, Case 7003, 2, Pl Jussieu, 75-251 Paris Cedex 05, France; adl@linguist.jussieu.fr; http://adl2003.linguist.jussieu.fr.)

7-11. **From Representations to Constraints.** Toulouse, France. Abstract deadline: 1 December 2002. (Contact: Elsa Gomez-Imbert, ERSS-UMR5610, Maison de la Recherche, 5 allees Antonio Machado, U Toulouse-Le Mirail, F-31058 Toulouse cedex 1, France; phon2003@univ-tlse2.fr.)

8-12. **International Society for Humor Studies, 15th (ISHS).** Northeastern IL U, Chicago, IL. (Contact: http://orion.neiu.edu/~ishs2003/index.htm.)


9-12. **European Society for Philosophy & Psychology (ESPP).** Torino, Italy. (Contact: Richard Breheny, Res Ctr Engl & App Ling, U Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 1QA, UK; reb35@cam.ac.uk; http://www.eurospp.org/2003/.)
10-11. Agreement. Lisbon, Portugal. Abstract deadline: 1 April 2003. (Contact: jcosta@fcsh.unl.pt.)


12. Patent Corpus Processing. Sapporo, Japan. (Contact: fujii@slis.tsukuba.ac.jp; http://www.slis.tsukuba.ac.jp/~fujii/acl2003ws.html.)


14-18. International Congress of Americanists, 51st. Santiago, Chile. Abstract deadline: 30 December 2002. (Contact: Linda L. Grabner-Coronel, Dept Mod Langs, Canisius C, 2001 Main St, Buffalo, NY 14208; 716-888-2836; fax: 716-836-9375; grabner@canisius.edu; http://www2.canisius.edu/~grabnerl.)

14-20. Role & Reference Grammar. São Paulo SU, São José do Rio Preto, Brazil. (Contact: RRG2003@ibilce.unesp.br.)

16-18. Lexical Functional Grammar. Saratoga Springs, NY. Abstract (wrkshp/tutorials) deadline: 15 January 2003; abstract (all others) deadline: 15 February 2003. (Contact: Jonas Kuhn, LFG 2003, Dept Ling, 1 University Sta, B5100, U TX, Austin, TX 78712-1196; jonask@mail.utexas.edu; http://uts.cc.utexas.edu/~jonask/lfg03-cfp.html.)

18-19. It's about Time: Theoretical & Experimental Perspectives on Tense, Aspect, Modality, & Events. East Lansing, MI. Abstract deadline: 17 March 2003. (Contact: time@cogsc.msu.edu; http://cogsci.msu.edu/workshops/time.)

18-19. Multimodality & Applied Linguistics. Reading, UK. (Contact: James Simpson, Sch Ling & App Lang Stud, U Reading, PO Box 218, Whiteknights, Reading RG6 6AA, UK; 44-118-378-4420; j.e.b.simpson@reading.ac.uk.)
18-19. **Null Subjects & Parametric Variation.** Reykjavik, Iceland. (Contact: whelpton@hi.is.)

18-20. **Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar, 10th (HPSG-2003).** East Lansing, MI. (Contact: sag@cslsi.stanford.edu; http://hpsg.stanford.edu/2003.)


19-20. **Perception & Realization in Language & Gender Research.** MI SU, E Lansing, MI. (Contact: mhenderson@tulanealumni.net; http://www.linguistics.ucsb.edu/faculty/bucholtz/conference/.)


24-27. **International Congress of Linguists, 17th (CIPL 17).** Prague, Czech Rep. (Contact: secretariaat@inl.nl.)

29 July – 2 August. **Linguistic Association of Canada & the United States (LACUS).** U Victoria, BC, Canada. Theme: Language, Thought, & Reality. (Contact: David Bennett, Dept Ling, SOAS, U London, Russell Sq, London WC1H 0XG, UK; db@soas.ac.uk; http://www.lacus.org.)

**August**

1-2. **UG Principles & Input Data: How Do We Get Plato’s Heaven into Skinner’s Box?** E Lansing, MI. Abstract deadline: 31 January 2003. (Contact: input@cogsci.msu.edu; http://www.cogsci.msu.edu/workshops/input/.)

1-3. **Japanese/Korean Linguistics, 13th.** MI SU, E Lansing, MI. (Contact: jk13@msu.edu; http://www.msu.edu/~jk13.)


3-9. **International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, 15th (ICPhS).** Barcelona, Spain. (Contact: icphs@uab.es/icphs/defaultvella.htm.)

4-5. **Pan-Pacific Association of Applied Linguistics, 8th (PAAL).** Okayama, Japan. (Contact: paalkorea@yahoo.co.kr; http://www.paal.co.kr.)

6-8. **Costa Rican Colloquium on Lexicography, 2nd.** San José, Costa Rica. (Contact: Sch Philol, Ling, & Lit, Fac Let, U Costa Rica, Ciudad Universitaria Rodrigo Facio, San José, Costa Rica; 506-207-5101; fax: 506-207-5089; lexico@le.ucr.ac.cr.)

6-8. **Speech, Writing, & Context, 2nd.** Osaka, Japan. Abstract deadline: 31 January 2003. (Contact: hiromim@kansaigaidai.ac.jp; http://www.kansaigaidai.ac.jp/teachers/toyota/ICSWC2.htm.)

11-15. **Fluency Disorders.** Montreal, QC, Canada. (Contact: Ann Meltzer, IFA4 Cogn Fluency Disorders; Stuttering Treatment Clinic, Rehab Ctr, 505 Smyth Rd, Ottawa, ON K1H 8M2, Canada; meltzer@magma.ca; http://www.ifacongress2003.com.)

11-15. **Historical Linguistics, 16th (ICHL 2003).** Copenhagen, Denmark. Abstract deadline: 1 March 2003. (Contact: ichl@hum.ku.dk; http://www.hum.ku.dk/ichl2003.)

14-17. **Society for Pidgin & Creole Linguistics.** Honolulu, HI. (Contact: spcl03@hawaii.edu; http://www.hawaii.edu/spcl03.)


15-21. **International Congress of Slavists.** Ljubljana, Slovenia. (Contact: Michael S Flier, Dept Slav Langs & Lits, Harvard U, Barker Ctr, 12 Quincy St, Cambridge, MA 02138; http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~slavic/acs.)

20-23. **Generative Linguistics in the Old World in Asia 2003, 4th (GLOW in Asia 2003).** Seoul, S Korea. (Contact: 4th GLOW in Asia Cte, c/o Keun-Won Sohn, Hannam U, Dept Engl Ed, 133 Ojung-dong Daeduk-gu, Daejeon 306-791, S Korea; kimsy@sejong.ac.kr)


27-30. **European Association for Japanese Studies, 10th (EAJS).** U Warsaw, Poland. (Contact: rhuszcza@polbox.com; wlodarczyk@univ-lille3.fr.)

28-31. **Error Handling in Spoken Dialogue Systems.** Chateau-d'Oex-vaud, Switzerland. (Contact: errorworkshop@speech.kth.se; http://www.speech.kth.se/error/.)

29-30. **Comparative Diachronic Syntax.** U Leiden, The Netherlands. Abstract deadline: 1 December 2002. (Contact: Wim van der Wurff, Conf Comparative Diachronic Syntax, Dept Engl, PO Box 9515, NL-2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands; w.a.van.der.wurff@let.leidenuniv.nl; http://www.let.leidenuniv.nl/ulcl/events/commdiachr/.)

31 August - 3 September. **Digital Resources for the Humanities (DRH2003).** U Gloucestershire, Cheltenham, UK. (Contact: DRH2003@glos.ac.uk; http://www.glos.ac.uk/humanities/drh2003.)
September

1-3. **Celtic Linguistics, 4th.** U Cambridge, UK. Abstract deadline: 1 April 2003. (Contact: David Willis, Dept Ling, U Cambridge, Sidgwick Av, Cambridge, UK; **dwew2@cam.ac.uk**.)

1-7. **Cognitive Modeling in Linguistics 2003.** Varna, Bulgaria. Abstract deadline: 1 July 2003. (Contact: vladimir_polyakov@yahoo.com.)

3-5. **Contacts de Langues et Minorisation.** Valais, Switzerland. Theme: Aspects Sociolinguistiques et Ethnolinguistiques. (Contact: raphael.maitre@unine.ch; [http://www.unine.ch/linguistique/colloque_contact/accueil_coll_contact.html](http://www.unine.ch/linguistique/colloque_contact/accueil_coll_contact.html).)

4-6. **Generative Approaches to Language Acquisition (GALA).** Utrecht, The Netherlands. Abstract deadline: 1 April 2003. (Contact: gala2003@let.uu.nl; [http://www.let.uu.nl/uilots/events/events.htm](http://www.let.uu.nl/uilots/events/events.htm).)

4-6. **Linguistic Dimensions of Prepositions & Their Use in Computational Linguistics Formalisms & Applications.** (Contact: stdizier@irit.fr; [http://www.irit.fr/cgi-bin/voir-congres](http://www.irit.fr/cgi-bin/voir-congres).)

4-6. **Semantics & Pragmatics of Dialogue, 7th.** Saarbruecken, Germany. (Contact: diabruck@coli.uni-sb.de; [http://www.coli.uni-sb.de/diabruck/](http://www.coli.uni-sb.de/diabruck/).)

4-6. **Third Language Acquisition & Trilingualism.** Tralee, Ireland. (Contact: Muiris O Laoire, Inst Tech N Campus, Tralee, Co Kerry, Ireland; molaoire@eircom.net; [http://www.spz.tu-darmstadt.de/L3/](http://www.spz.tu-darmstadt.de/L3/).)

4-7. **Linguistics Association of Great Britain.** U Oxford, UK. Abstract deadline: 12 June 2003. (Contact: April McMahon, Dept Engl Lang & Ling, U Sheffield, 5 Shearwood Rd, Sheffield S10 2TD, UK; april.mcmahon@shef.ac.uk; [http://www.shef.ac.uk/english/language/staff/april.html](http://www.shef.ac.uk/english/language/staff/april.html).)


10-12. **Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing (RANLP-03).** Borovets, Bulgaria. (Contact: galia@lml.bas.bg; [http://www.lml.bas.bg/ranlp2003](http://www.lml.bas.bg/ranlp2003).)

10-12. **Spanish Society for National Language Processing, 19th (SEPLN).** Madrid, Spain. (Contact: 19th SEPLN Conf, Isabel Bermejo Rubio, Librerios 23, 28801 Alcalá de Henares-Madrid, Spain; 34-91-888-7294; fax: 34-91-888-1826; sepln@servantes.es; [http://oesi.cervantes.es/sepln](http://oesi.cervantes.es/sepln).)

11-13. **Diachrony & Semantics of the French Verbal System.** Birmingham, UK. Abstract deadline: 30 April 2003. (Contact: Emmanuelle Labeau, Sch Langs & Euro Studies, Aston U, Aston Triangle, Birmingham B4 7ET, UK; les_fconf@aston.ac.uk; [http://www.les.aston.ac.uk/frenchconf](http://www.les.aston.ac.uk/frenchconf/).)

11-14. **Language Variation & Change, 4th.** U Sheffield, UK. Abstract deadline: 31 May 2003. (Contact: J.C.Beal@sheffield.ac.uk).

12-13. **Middle East Technical University Postgraduate Conference in Linguistics & Language Teaching (METU-PSTGRD).** Ankara, Turkey. (Contact: bilalk@metu.edu.tr; http://www.fedu.metu.edu.tr/pstgrd.)

15-18. **Association for Linguistic Typology, 5th (ALT V).** U Cagliari, Sardinia. (Contact: Walter Bisang, Inst Allge & Vergleichende Sprachwissen, Johannes-Gutenberg U-Mainz, Jakob-Welder-Weg 18, D-55099 Mainz, Germany; fax: 49-6131-392-3836; wbisang@mail.uni-mainz.de.)

16-18. **Languages of Far East, Southeast Asia, & West Africa, 7th.** Moscow, Russia. (Contact: lockwood@yandex.ru.)

17-20. **Visual Knowledges.** U Edinburgh, Scotland. (Contact: iash@ed.ac.uk; http://www.ed.ac.uk/iash/vkconf.html.)

18-19. **Psycholinguistics & Sociolinguistics: Conditions & Perspectives.** Al-Farabi Kazakh Natl U, Kazakhstan. (Contact: umatova@rambler.ru.)

18-20. **Comparative Germanic Syntax Workshop, 18th (CGSW 18).** Durham, UK. (Contact: Anders Holmberg, Sch Ling & Lang, U Durham, Elvert Riverside, Durham DH1 3JT, UK; anders.holmberg@durham.ac.uk.)

18-20. **Internet & Language, 1st.** U Jaume I, Castellón, Spain. Abstract deadline: 20 December 2002. (Contact: postegui@fil.uji.es.)

18-21. **Greek Linguistics, 6th.** U Crete, Greece. Abstract deadline: 21 November 2002. (Contact: CGL, PO Box 106, U Crete, Ling Lab, GR 741-00 Rethymno, Crete, Greece; 30-8310-77275; fax: 30-8310-77308; 6thICGL@phil.uoc.gr.; http://www.philology.uoc.gr/conferences/6thICGL/.)


19-21. **Form & Function of Pronouns.** Vancouver, BC, Canada. (Contact: Martina Wiltschko, Dept Ling, U BC E 270 - 1866 Main Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z1, Canada; wmartina@interchange.ubc.ca.)


22-24. **Foundation for Endangered Languages, 7th.** Broome, WA, Australia. (Contact: jungurra@yahoo.com.au.)

22-24. **Syntax, Semantics, & Pragmatics of Tense, Mood, & Aspect, 6th (CHRONOS 6).** Geneva, Switzerland. (Contact: Dept Ling, U Geneva, CH 1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland;
Forthcoming Conferences

Chronos@Lettres.unige.ch; http://www.unige.ch/lettres/lat/chronos.)


23-28. **Machine Translation Summit, 9th.** New Orleans, LA. (Contact: mtix@iro.umontreal.ca; http://www.mt-summit.org.)


25-26. **Nordic Symposium on Multimodal Communication (MMNordic03).** Copenhagen, Denmark. (Contact: Patrizia Paggio, Ctr Sprogteknologi, Njalsgade 80, 2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark; 45-35-32-90-72; fax: 45-35-32-90-89; patrizia@cst.dk; http://www.cst.dk/mumin/mmnordic03.html.)

25-27. **Association for French Language Studies (AFLS).** U Tours, France. Theme: French Today: Problems & Methods. (Contact: Nathalie Rossi-Gensane, Dept Ling U Tours, 3, rue Tanneurs, 37041 Tours cedex 01, France; rossi@univ-tours.fr; http://unl.ac.uk/sals/afls/.)

25-27. **German Society of Applied Linguistics, 34th (GAL).** U Tuebingen, Germany. (Contact: Ulrich Ammon, GAL-Geschäftsstelle, U Duisburg-Essen, Fac Geisteswissenschaften, Inst Ger, 47048 Duisburg, Germany; geschaeftsstelle@gal-ev.de.)

25-27. **Italian Linguistics Society, 37th** (SLI). L'Aquila, Italy. Abstract deadline: 28 February 2003. (Contact: congressosli@cc.univaq.it; http://www.univaq.it/notizie/nocoseco/SLI/SLI.htm.)

26-28. **Western Conference on Linguistics (WECOL 2003).** Tucson, AZ. (Contact: Simin Karimi, WECOL 2003, Dept Ling, U AZ, Tucson, AZ 85721; wecol2003@sbs.arizona.edu.)

**October**


2-4. **Reconciling 'Anglistik': Didactic Strategies for an Interdisciplinary Approach to Literature, Linguistics, & Cultural Studies.** U Trier, Germany. (Contact: Andrea Gerbig, U Trier, FB II-Anglistik, D-54286 Trier, Germany; gerbig@uni-trier.de.)

2-4. **Syntax & Semantics, 5th (CSSP 03).** Paris, France. Abstract deadline: 30 April 2003. (Contact: cssp01@linguist.jussieu.fr; http://www.llf.cnrs.fr/CSSP.)
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2-4. **Ukrainian Onomastics at the Change of the 3rd Millennium: Its Present & Prospects.** Ternopil, Ukraine. Abstract deadline: 15 April 2003. (Contact: Yaroslav Redkva, Dept Ukrainian Lang, Chernivtsi U, 2 Kotsiubinsky Str, 58012 Ukraine; redkva@chnu.cv.ua.)

2-5. **Armenian Linguistics, 7th.** Ann Arbor, MI. (Contact: Julie Septrion, Armenian Studies Prog, 1080 S University, Ste 3663, U MI, Ann Arbor, MI 48109; 734-764-1825; fax: 734-763-9154; septrion@umich.edu; [http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~vaux/announcement4-5-03.htm](http://www.people.fas.harvard.edu/~vaux/announcement4-5-03.htm).)


4. **Language Policy & Standardization.** Reykjavik, Iceland. (Contact: aripk@ismal.hi.is; [http://www.ismal.hi.is/Radstefna2003ENS.html](http://www.ismal.hi.is/Radstefna2003ENS.html).)


7-15. **Applied Linguistics & Language Teaching, 6th.** Beijing-Shanghai, PRC. Abstract deadline: 31 May 2003. (Contact: Zhang Zhihui, For Langs Dept, Beijing U Aeronatics & Astro, No 37 Xueyuan Rd, Haidian District, Beijing 100083, PRC; 86-10-823-16840; fax: 86-10-823-16233; kevinzzh@vip.163.com.)

8-10. **Phonology & Morphology of Creole Languages, 2nd.** U Siegen, Germany. (Contact: Ingo Plag, Creole Wrksp 2003, Engl Ling, Fachbereich 3, U Siegen, Adolf-Reichwein-Str 2, D-57068 Siegen, Germany; plag@anglistik.uni-siegen.de; [http://www.uni-siegen.de/~engspra/workshop/](http://www.uni-siegen.de/~engspra/workshop/).)

9-10. **Applications of the German Wordnet in Theory & Practice.** Tuebingen, Germany. Abstract deadline: 1 July 2003. (Contact: kunze@sfs.uni-tuebingen.de; [http://www.gldv.org](http://www.gldv.org).)

9-11. **Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association, 57th.** Missoula, MT. (Contact: Lufti M. Hussein Dept Engl, AZ SU, Tempe, AZ 85287-0302; lutfi.hussein@asu.edu.)

9-12. **Bulgarian Studies Association, 7th.** Columbus, OH. Abstract deadline: 28 February 2003. (Contact: Ernest Scatton, Prog Ling & Cogn Sci, Dept Anthro, U Albany-SUNY, Albany, NY 12222; fax: 518-442-5710; scatton@albany.edu.)

9-12. **New Ways of Analyzing Variation, 32nd (NWave32).** U Penn, Philadelphia, PA. Theme: Language History & Language Contact. (Contact: nwave@babel.ling.upenn.edu; [http://www.ling.upenn.edu/NWave](http://www.ling.upenn.edu/NWave).)

9-12. **Vernacular, Hispanic, Historical, American, & Folklore Studies Colloquium. Puebla, Mexico.** (Contact: R McKenna Brown, Intnl Studies Prog Dir, VA Commonwealth U, 310 N Shafer St, Rm 201, PO Box 843080, Richmond, VA 23284-3080; 804-827-1671; fax: 804-225-3479; mbrown@saturn.vcu.edu; [http://www.ipsonet.org/vernacular/index.html](http://www.ipsonet.org/vernacular/index.html).)

10. **North American Undergraduate Linguistics Conference (NAULC 2003).** Ann Arbor, MI. Abstract deadline: 30 June 2003. (Contact: Undergrad Ling Conf, Ling Dept, 4080 Frieze Bldg, 105 S State St, U MI, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1285; undconf@umich.edu; [http://www.lsa.umich.edu/ling/news/undconf.htm](http://www.lsa.umich.edu/ling/news/undconf.htm).)
10-12. **Semitic Linguistics within Contemporary Approaches.** Gainesville, FL Abstract deadline: 15 March 2003. (Contact: Galia Hatav, Dept Ling, PO Box 115454, U FL, Gainesville, FL 32611; ghatav@lin.ufl.edu; http://web.lin.ufl.edu.)

10-12. **South Asian Languages Analysis, 23rd (SALA XXIII).** U TX, Austin, TX. (Contact: rbhatt@mail.utexas.edu; http://ccwf.cc.utexas.edu/~sala23.)

15-17. **Language & Development, 6th.** Tashkent, Uzbekistan. (Contact: martin.seviour@britishcouncil.uz; http://www.ldc-tashkent.org.)

16-18. **Acquisition of Spanish & Portuguese as First & Second Languages.** Albuquerque, NM. Abstract deadline: 1 May 2003. (Contact: davee@unm.edu; http://www.unm.edu/~davee/symposium.html.)

16-18. **Diachrony, Dialectology, & Typological Linguistics.** Helsinki, Finland. Abstract deadline: 30 May 2003. (Contact: diatype-organizers@helsinki.fi; http://www.eng.helsinki.fi/varieng/main/news.htm.)

16-18. **Hispanic Linguistics, 7th.** Albuquerque, NM. Abstract deadline: 1 May 2003. (Contact: davee@unm.edu; http://www.unm.edu/~davee/symposium.html.)

16-19. **Second Language Research Forum (SLRF2003).** Tucson, AZ. (Contact: slfr2003@u.arizona.edu; http://www.coh.arizona.edu/slrf2003/.)

17-19. **Linguistic Association of the Southwest, 32nd (LASSO).** U TX Pan American. Theme: Crossing Linguistic Borders. (Contact: Peter Gingiss, Dept Engl, U Houston, Houston, TX 77304-3013; 713-743-2947; pjgingiss@uh.edu.)

22-25. **Multidisciplinary Approaches to Discourse, 5th. (MAD03).** Driebergen, The Netherlands. (Contact: l.lagerwerf@scw.vu.nl; http://home.scw.vu.nl/~lagerwerf/Mad03Web/index.htm)

23-25. **Indigenous Languages of Latin America, 1st (CILLA 1).** Austin, TX. (Contact: CILLA, LLILAS, U TX, 1 University Sta D0800, Austin, TX 78712-0331; co.iglesis@mail.utexas.edu; http://www.utexas.edu/cola/llilas/centers/cilla/index.html.)


23-25. **Societa Italiana di Glottologia, 28th.** Perugia, Italy. Theme: Acquisition & Change of Linguistic Categories. (Contact: yezzosi@unipg.it; http://www.unimc.it/sig.)

24-25. **Games & Decisions in Pragmatics.** Berlin, Germany. Abstract deadline: 1 September 2003. (Contact: benz@zas.gwz-berlin.de; http://www.anton-benz.de/gdp/gdp.html.)


31 October - 1 November. **Postgraduate Research Forum on Linguistics, 4th.** Hong Kong. Abstract deadline: 15 July 2003. (Contact: Org Cte 4th PRF on Ling, c/o Leung Wai-Mun, Dept Ling, U Hong Kong, Pokfulam Rd, Hong Kong; prfling@hkusua.hku.hk;

31 October - 2 November. **Boston University Conference on Language Development, 28th (BUCLD 28).** Boston, MA. (Contact: Boston U Conf Lang Dev, 96 Cummingston St, Rm 244, Boston, MA 00215; 617-353-3085; langconf@bu.edu; http://www.bu.edu/linguistics/APPLIED/BUCLD.)

**November**

5-8. **Lusophony: Cultural Diversities, 2nd.** Bragança, Portugal. (Contact: Helena/Chrys Chrystello, Urban Varandas do Sabor, Lote 1, 6th Fl, Av Sabor, 5300 Bragança, Portugal; 351-273-3828-66; chryschrystello@journalist.com; http://slp2003.com.sapo.pt.)


6-8. **German Society for Aphasia Research & Therapy, 3rd.** Leipzig, Germany. Paper deadline 18 July 2003. (Contact: gab2003@cns.mpg.de; http://www.aphasiegesellschaft.de.)

6-9. **Digital Dynamics: Control, Participation, & Exclusion.** Loughborough U, UK. (Contact: Michael L Haley, Intel Communication Assoc, 1730 Rhode Island Av, NW, #300, Washington, DC 20036; mhaley@icahdq.org.)

7-8. **Indo-European Conference, 15th.** U CA, Los Angeles, CA. Abstract deadline: 30 June 2003. (Contact: Indo-Euro Conf Cte, UCLA Prog Indo-Euro Studies, 100 Dodd Hl, 405 Hilgard Av, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1417; 310-825-4171; fax: 310-206-1903; vine@humnet.ucla.edu; http://humnet.ucla.edu/pies/.)

7-9. **American Dialect Society (at Midwest Modern Language Association).** Chicago, IL. Abstract deadline: 1 April 2003. Topic: New Directions in Language Variation & Change. (Contact: Kate Remlinger, Dept Engl, Grand Valley SU, 1 Campus Dr, Allendale, MI 49401; 616-331-3122; fax: 616-331-3775; remlingk@gvsu.edu; http://www.uiowa.edu/~mmla.)

7-9. **North Eastern Linguistic Society, 34th.** U Stony Brook, NY. Abstract deadline: 1 July 2003. (Contact: sumitchell@notes.cc.sunysb.edu; http://semlab2.sbs.sunysb.edu/General/konf/nels.html.)


14-15. **Syntactic Functions: Focus on the Periphery.** Helsinki, Finland. Abstract deadline: 31 July 2003. (Contact: Juhani Klemola, Dept Engl, U Vaasa, PO Box 700, FIN-65101, Finland; juhani.klemola@uwasa.fi; http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/sky/tapahtumat/synfunct/synfunct.shtml.)

14-16. **North West Centre for Linguistics Conference, 6th.** Preston, Lancashire, UK. Theme: Prosody & Pragmatics. Abstract deadline: 20 June 2003. (Contact: awichmann@uclan.ac.uk;
http://www.nwcl.salford.ac.uk.)

14-16. **Prosody & Pragmatics, 6th.** U Central Lancashire (Preston), UK. (Contact: Diane Blakemore, Sch Langs & Euro Studies Res Inst, U Salford, Salford M5 4WT, UK; 161-295-4948; http://www.nwcl.salford.ac.uk.)

14-16. **South Atlantic American Dialect Society (SAADS).** Atlanta, GA. Abstract deadline: 31 March 2003. (Contact: Lamont Antieau, 317 Park Hl, U GA, Atlanta, GA 30602; antieau@arches.uga.edu; http://www.samla.org.)

19-21. **Susanne Huebner Seminar, 12th.** Zaragoza, Spain. (Contact: XII Sem Susanne Huebner, Dept Engl & Ger Philo, Fac Philo & Let, Ciudad Universitaria, C/Pedro Cerbuna, 12, 50009 Zaragoza, Spain; 34-976-76-15-38; fax: 34-976-76-15-19; ahornero@posta.unizar.es; http://fyl.unizar.es/FILOLOGIA_INGLES/CONGRESOS/Hubner/index.htm.)

20-22. **Nordic Network for Intercultural Communication, 10th (NIC).** Goteborg, Sweden. (Contact: NIC 2003 Org Cte, Nataliya Berbyuk, Goteborg U, Dept Ling, Box 200, SE 405-30 Goteborg, Sweden; fax: 46-31-773-4853; natasha@ling.gu.se; http://www.ling.gu.se/projekt/nic/konf2003/.)

26-28. **Formal Description of Slavic Languages, 5th (FDSL-5).** Leipzig, Germany. Abstract deadline: 30 May 2003. (Contact: U Leipzig, Slavic Inst, FDSL-5 Org Cte, Augustusplatz 10/11, PF 1432, 04109 Leipzig, Germany; fdsl5@rz.uni-leipzig.de; http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~jungslav/fdsl/fdsl-5/fdsl-5.html.)

28-30. **Sino-Tibetan Languages & Linguistics, 36th.** La Trobe U. Melbourne, VIC, Australia. Abstract deadline: 30 June 2003. (Contact: Dept Ling, La Trobe U, Melbourne, VIC 3086, Australia; fax: 61-3-9479-1520; Linguistics@latrobe.edu.au; http://www.latrobe.edu.au/linguistics/conferences.)

**December**

8-10. **English in Southeast Asia, 8th.** Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. (Contact: habibah@um.edu.my.)


11-14. **Greek Applied Linguistics Association, 13th.** Thessaloniki, Greece. Abstract deadline: 31 March 2003. (Contact: Greek App Ling Assoc, Sch Engl, Aristotle U, PO Box 58, 541 24 Thessaloniki, Greece; fax: 302310-997432; gala-auth@enl.auth.gr; http://www.enl.auth.gr/gala.)

12-14. **Student Organization of Linguistics in Europe, 12th (CONSOLE XII).** Patras, Greece. Abstract deadline: 1 August 2003. (Contact: M.Tzakosta@let.leidenuniv.nl.)

18-20. **Indian International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 1st (IICAI-03).** Hyderabad, India. (Contact: http://www.iiconference.org.)

19-21. **Amsterdam Colloquium, 14th (AC03).** Amsterdam, The Netherlands. (Contact: dekker@hum.uva.nl.)
2004

January

7-9. **Scandinavian Conference of Linguistics, 20th.** Helsinki, Finland. Abstract deadline: 31 August 2003. (Contact: 20scl@ling.helsinki.fi; http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/kielitiede/20scl.html.)

8-11. **Linguistic Society of America, 78th.** Boston, MA. Abstract deadline: 1 September 2003. (Contact: LSA, 1325 18 St, NW, Ste 211, Washington, DC 20036-6501; 202-845-1714; fax: 202-835-1717; lsa@lsadc.org; http://www.lsadc.org.)

15-17. **Diachronie du Français et évolution des langues (DIACHRO-II).** Paris, France. (Contact: F Muller-Riets, Colloq DIACHRO-II Phénomènes de changement en français, ATILF-Landisco, U Nancy 2, BP 3397, 54015 Nancy CEDEX, France; fax: 03-83-96-70-64; Francoise.Muller.Riets@univ-nancy2.fr.)


February

16-19. **Nilo-Saharan Linguistic Colloquium, 9th.** Khartoum, Sudan. (Contact: Inst Afr & Asian Stud, U Khartoum, PO Box 321, Khartoum, Sudan; fax: 249-11-777044; nilo-saharan9@softhome.net.)

26-29. **International Clinical Phonetics & Linguistics Association, 10th.** Lafayette, LA. (Contact: mjball@louisiana.edu; http://www.ucs.louisiana.edu/~mjb0372/ICPLA.html.)

March

4-6. **Studienkreis Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft, 16th.** Berlin, Germany. Abstract deadline: 31 October 2003. (Contact: Thorsten Foegen, Humboldt-U Berlin, Inst Clas Philol; Unter Linden 6, D-10099 Berlin, Germany; 49-30-2093-2507; fax: 49-30-2093-2718; thorsten.foegen@rz.hu-berlin.de; http://go.to/sgds.)


11-14. **Reported Discourse.** Cadiz, Spain. (Contact: sophie.marnette@modern-languages.oxford.ac.uk; http://www.ci-dit.org.)

12-14. **Linguistics Symposium on Romance Languages, 34th.** U UT. Salt Lake City, UT.
Abstract deadline: 14 November 2003. (Contact: lsrl@linguistics.utah.edu.)


23-26. **Speech Prosody 2004.** Nara, Japan. (Contact: hirose@gavo.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp.)

28-30. **Tonal Aspects of Languages.** Beijing, PRC. Theme: Emphasis on Tone Languages. (Contact: linmaocan@263.net.)

29-30. **Numerals in the World's Languages.** Leipzig, Germany. Abstract deadline: 31 October 2003. (Contact: David Gil, Dept Ling, Max Planck Inst, Inselstrasse 22, D-04103 Leipzig, Germany; fax: 49-341-995-2119; gil@eva.mpg.de; http://monolith.eva.mpg.de/~gil/numerals/)

April

1-5. **Sociolinguistics Symposium, 15th (SS15).** Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. Theme: Culture, Contact, & Change. (Contact: ss15@ncl.ac.uk; http://www.ncl.ac.uk/ss15.)

2-3. **Berkeley Germanic Linguistics Roundtable.** UC, Berkeley, CA. (Contact: Irmengard Rauch, Dept German, UC, Berkeley, CA 94720; 510-642-2003; fax: 707-746-7480; irauch@socrates.berkeley.edu.)

3-5. **British Association for Slavonic & East European Studies (BASEES).** Cambridge, UK. Abstract deadline: 1 October 2003. (Contact: jan.fellerer@wolfson.ox.ac.uk; http://www.basees.org.uk.)

15-17. **Hispanic Linguistics, 2nd.** Southampton, UK. Abstract deadline: 30 June 2003. (Contact: F.C.Mar-Molinero@soton.ac.uk; http://www.lang.soton.ac.uk/symposium/index.html.)

15-17. **Language Variety in the South: Historical & Contemporary Perspectives, 3rd (LAVIS III).** U AL, Tuscaloosa, AL. Abstract deadline: 15 March 2003. (Contact: Michael D Picone, U AL, Box 870246, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0246; 205-348-8473; fax: 205-348-2042; mpicone@bama.ua.edu; http://bama.ua.edu/~mpicone.)

15-18. **Generative Approaches to Second Language Acquisition, 7th (GASLA-7).** Bloomington, IN. Abstract deadline: 15 November 2003. (Contact: GASLA-7, Dept Fr & Ital, 1020 E Kirkwood Av, 642 Ballantine Hl, IN U, Bloomington, IN 47401; 812-855-2221; fax: 812-855-8877; gasla7@indiana.edu; http://www.indiana.edu/~gasla7/GASLA7/index.html.)

19-22. **Empowerment through Language, 30th (LAUD 30).** Pfalz, Germany. Abstract deadline: 15 April 2003. (Contact: Puetz@uni-landau.de.)

May

3-4. **General Linguistics, 6th.** U Santiago de Compostela, Spain. Abstract deadline: 15 October 2003. (Contact: Area Ling Xeral, Fac Philol, U Santiago de Compostela, N Campus, 15782 Santiago de Compostela, Spain; 34-981-563-100 x 11776; fax: 34-981-574-646; viclg2@usc.es; http://www.usc.es/koine.)
6-8. **Germanic Linguistic Association, 10th/Studies in the History of English, 3rd (GLAC/SHEL).** Ann Arbor, MI. (Contact: acurzan@umich.edu [SHEL]; rlkyes@umich.edu [GLAC]; http://www.umich.edu/~glacshel.)

11-14. **Typology of Argument Structure & Grammatical Relations in Languages Spoken in Europe & North & Central Asia, 2nd (LENCA-2).** Kazan SU, Tatarstan Rep, Russia. Abstract deadline: 30 November 2003. (Contact: Pirkko Suihkonen, U Helsinki, Dept Gen Ling, PO Box 9, Siltavuorenpenger 20, U Helsinki, F-00014 Helsinki, Finland; kazan@eva.mpg.de.)


31 May - 1 June. **Cross-linguistic Variation in Auxiliary Selection.** UC, Davis, CA (Contact: Raul Aranovich, Dept Ling, UC, One Shields Av, Davis, CA 95616; raranovich@ucdavis.edu; http://linguistics.ucdavis.edu/workshop.html.)

**June**

3-4. **Centre for English Language Communication Symposium, 1st (CELC).** Singapore. Theme: Paradigm Shifts in English Language Teaching & Learning. Abstract deadline: 10 October 2003. (Contact: Symp Sec, Ctr Engl Lang Communication, Ntl U Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge Cres, Singapore 119260; 65-6874-7447; fax: 65-6777-9152; elcsor@nus.edu.sg.)

24-26. **Laboratory Phonology, 9th (LabPhon 9).** U IL, Urbana, IL. Theme: Change in Phonology. Abstract deadline: 15 October 2003. (Contact: j-cole5@uiuc.edu; http://www.linguistics.uiuc.edu/labphon9.)

**July**

1. **Construction Grammar, 3rd (ICCG 3).** Marseille, France. (Contact: deulofeu@up.univ-mrs.fr; http://www.up.univ-mrs.fr/delic/.)


7-12. **International Roundtables for the Semiotics of Law.** Lyon, France. Theme: Signs of the World: Interculturality & Globalization. Abstract deadline: 30 June 2004. (Contact: Wm Pencak, Dept His, PA SU, University Park, PA 16802; wap1@psu.edu.)

8-10. **Language & the Future of Europe: Ideologies, Policies, & Practices.** Southampton, UK. Abstract deadline: 31 January 2004. (Contact: lipp@soton.ac.uk; http://www.lang.soton.ac.uk/lipp.)

**August**

30 August – 3 September. **Association for Southeast European Studies, 9th.** Tirana, Albania.
Theme: People, States, & Nations in Southeastern Europe Over Time. (Contact: Cte Ntl Albanais d'Etudes du Sud-Est Europeen, Acad & Shkencave & Shqiperise, Sheshi F. Noli, Tirana, Albania; 355-4-22-7476.)

September


30 September - 3 October. New Ways of Analyzing Variation, 33rd (NWAV). Ann Arbor, MI. (Contact: rqueen@umich.edu.)

2005

January

6-9. Linguistic Society of America. San Francisco, CA. Abstract deadline: 1 September 2004. (Contact: LSA, 1325 18 St, NW, Ste 211, Washington, DC 20036-6501; lsa@lsadc.org; http://www.lsadc.org.)

July

22-27. International Association for the Study of Child Language (IASCL). Berlin, Germany. (Contact: http://chiides.psy.cmu.edu/html/berlin.html.)

24-29. International Association of Applied Linguistics (AILA). Madison, WI.

September

1-5. History of the Language Sciences, 10th. U IL, Urbana, IL. (Contact: dkibbee@uiuc.edu.)
Job Opportunities

Job discrimination is illegal. The Linguistic Society retains the right to refuse or edit all discriminatory statements from copy sent to the Secretariat for publication in the LSA Bulletin that are not in consonance with the principles of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Executive Committee of the LSA hopes that all the job announcements will facilitate open hiring on the basis of merit to the advantage of all.

The LSA accepts listings from academic institutions under censure by the American Association of University Professors (AAUP). However, these listing are identified in this publication by (•) preceding position openings in order to advise applicants that the employing institution or its administration has been censured by the AAUP and that further information may be obtained from the relevant AAUP Bulletin.

The Website LINGUISTIC ENTERPRISES is available at http://web.gc.cuny.edu/dept/lingu/enter.htm. This nonprofit site aims to help academically trained linguists find private sector employment. It offers down-to-earth advice, how-to information, and an opportunity to discuss prospects and problems with others who have found work or are seeking it. The site is maintained by the PhD Program in Linguistics at the Graduate School, City University of New York, in conjunction with the Linguistic Society of America.

University of Montana. Pending final budgetary approval, the Linguistics Program has a temporary opening for a linguist to teach the following classes: Fall semester 2003: Ling 270 - Introduction to Linguistics; Ling 473 - Language and Culture; and a graduate seminar in Applied Linguistics. Spring semester, 2004. Ling 270 - Introduction to Linguistics; Ling 471 - Phonology and Morphology; and a graduate seminar in Ethnolinguistics, with focus on North America, preferably, but not necessarily, Salish and/or Algonquian. The successful candidate may also be asked to do some limited advising of undergraduate and graduate students; possible MA Thesis committee memberships, and some participation in curriculum-related linguistics committee meetings. Salary $35,000. Job Title: Adjunct Assistant Professor. Deadline: Open until filled. Send inquiries to: A. Mattina, Chair, Linguistics Program, University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812. In accordance with university regulations, finalists for this position will be subject to criminal background checks. AA/EEOE

National Security Agency. Join us for perhaps the most important reason of all. Freedom. In its most simple terms, it's about contributing to the nation's safety and security. And while we can't say exactly what you'll do when you join us, we can say that you will be with the organization that carries out a number of the country's most important intelligence activities, protecting our country's own security and communications from exploitation. We are now hiring Arabic language analysts. For complete details go to: http://www.nsa.gov. Contact: National Security Agency, Suite 6779, (LFY), 9800 Savage Road, Ft. George G. Meade, MD 20755-6779. When applying online, please type LFY in the subject line of your email. Reasonable accommodation provided to applicants with disabilities during the application and hiring process where appropriate. Positions open to U.S. citizens only. NSA is an equal opportunity employer and abides by applicable employment laws and regulations. All positions are subject to random drug testing.

University at Stony Brook-SUNY. The Department of Linguistics invites applications for a visiting
assistant professor/lecturer to assist with our graduate and undergraduate teacher education programs. Candidates must have a doctoral degree or ABD in linguistics or a related field; experience in ESL teaching; experience in teaching at the p-12 level or in teacher education at this level; and experience in preservice or inservice teacher education. Desirable qualifications include NY State ESL certification or the equivalent; research experience in a field related to ESL teaching; knowledge of accreditation procedures and assessment; and experience in student teacher supervision. Responsibilities will include teaching two courses per semester (such as Methods of TESOL, Second Language Acquisition, Bilingualism, and Student Teaching Seminar), and may include supervision of student teachers in the public schools. The term of appointment will be for one year beginning fall 2003, with a possibility of renewal. Please send a curriculum vitae and 3 letters of recommendation by 16 June 2003 to: Ellen Broselow, Dept. Linguistics, SUNY, Stony Brook NY 11794-4376. Applications from women, people of color, disabled individuals, special disabled veterans or Vietnam era veterans are especially welcome. If you require a disability related accommodation please contact Ellen Broselow. AA/EEOE

Job announcements published in the LSA Bulletin are also posted at the LSA website. Jobs with deadlines that do not work with the bulletin publication dates are posted at the LSA website only. All job announcements are handled through the LSA Secretariat. To request a posting, contact the Advertising Manager via email (lsa@lsadc.org) or fax: (202) 835-1717. Please include contact name, billing address, and the job announcement itself in your request. The deadlines for inclusion in the LSA Bulletin are 1 February (March issue), 1 May (June issue), 1 October (October issue), and 1 December (December issue). Jobs for posting only at the website may be submitted anytime.
LSA Committee on Ethnic Diversity in Linguistics

Minority Scholar Survey

CEDL is conducting a survey of minority scholars in the field to determine how the recruitment and retention of minority linguists might be improved. We are, therefore, asking undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty members in linguistics who are members of minority groups in the US to participate in this survey. For the purposes of this survey, the term 'minority' refers to "members of racial and ethnic groups in the US that have been historically disenfranchised in the US and are traditionally underrepresented in higher education in general, and in linguistics in particular". This includes, but is not limited to, African Americans, Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Native Americans. To download the survey, please visit the CEDL website at: http://www.lsadc.org/committees/index.php?aaa=ethnic.htm. The completed survey may be returned by email to: mreynolds@lsadc.org or snail mail to: Margaret Reynolds, LSA, 1325 18 St, NW, Suite 211, Washington, DC 20036-6501. The deadline for receipt of responses is 1 December 2004. If you have any questions regarding the survey itself, please contact Tracey Weldon, the 2004 CEDL chair (weldont@gwm.sc.edu).

Mentoring Program

CEDL is organizing a mentoring system for minorities in linguistics. If you would like to be a mentor, please contact Ana Celia Zentella at: azentella@ucsd.edu. If you would like to receive mentoring, please check the CEDL website (http://www.lsadc.org/committees/index.php?aaa=ethnic.htm) for more details.

New Interdisciplinary PhD Program

Michigan State University has established an interdisciplinary PhD Program in Second Language Studies. The program is designed to prepare students to conduct research in the field of second/foreign language learning and teaching. The first students will be admitted for fall 2005. Further information is available at: http://www.msu.edu/user/sls.

NSF Director Nominated

On 15 September 2004, the President nominated Arden L. Bement, Jr., to be the next Director of NSF. Dr. Bement currently serves as the Acting Director of NSF.

In Memoriam

James R. Frith (Bentonville, VA)
The Ken Hale Chair

A Linguistic Institute Professorship in Field Methods

Thanks to those who have contributed to the fund to support the Ken Hale Chair as of 1 October 2004.

Founding Donors

Arthur S. Abramson
Sarah Hale
Steven Pinker
Stephen Anderson
Morris Halle
Susan Steele and Richard Oehrle
Mark Aronoff and Frances Kelly
Ray Jackendoff
Sarah G. Thomason
Joan Bybee
Jay Keyser
Elizabeth Traugott
Wallace Chafe and Marianne Mithun
Ilse Lehiste
Gregory Ward
Paul Chapin
Winfred Lehman
Thomas Wasow
Noam Chomsky
Sally McConnell-Ginet
Calvert Watkins
Dan Everett
Shigeru Miyagawa
Anthony Woodbury
Charles Fillmore
Frederick J. Newmeyer
Arnold Zwicky
Barbara H. Partee
The Dean and the Department of Linguistics and Philosophy at MIT

Generous Contributors

Douglas Ball
Alice Harris
H. Craig Melchert
Marlyse Baptista
John Henderson
Paula Menyuk
Ed Battistella
Jane Hill
William Poser
Jonathan Bobaljik and Susi Wurmbrand
Robert Hoferman
Martha Ratliff
E. Wayles Browne
C-T James
Huang Keren Rice
Zinny Bond
Larry M. Hyman
Aldon Roat
Claire Bowern
Frances Ingemann
Ian Roberts
John Boyle
Judith Irvine
Betty Robinett
Jose Camacho Braj and Yamuna Kachru
Zdeneh Salzmann
Harold Conklin
Simin Karimi
Judy Shepard-Kegl
Steven Cushing
Michael Krauss
Timothy Shopen
Stuart Davis
Haruo Kubozond
Roger Shuy
Willem deReuse
S. Y. Kuroda
Jane Simpson
A. Richard Diebold/Salus Mundi Fndtn
Mary Laughren
Andrew Spencer
Stefan Elders
Richard Larson
Eve Sweetser
Susan Fischer
Beth Levin
Karl Teeter
Michael Flynn
Monica Macaulay
Natsuko Tsujimura
Louanna Furbee
Carolyn MacKay
Amy Weinberg
Jean Gawron
Ian Maddieson
George Williams, Jr.
Grandon Goertz
Alexa McCray
Akira Yamamoto
June Rumery McKay

Download the donation form here. (pdf)
Nota Bene

Congratulations

David Beaver (Stanford U) and Veronica Grondona (E MI U) were awarded research fellowships by the American Council of Learned Societies. Hans Heinrich Hock (U IL-Urbana) was elected editor of Folia Linguistic Historica. Vyacheslav Vsevolodovich Ivanov (UCLA) was appointed the first holder of the Chair of Modern Culture at the John W. Kluge Center at the Library of Congress. Alexis McCray (NIH) received an Innovations in American Government Award for her work developing ClinicalTrials.gov, a website that provides detailed information on the location of clinical trials, type of treatment, and criteria for participation. Paul Smolensky (Johns Hopkins U) was awarded the annual David E. Rumelhart Prize in Cognitive Science (for making a significant contemporary contribution to the formal analysis of human cognition) by the Cognitive Science Society. Joan Bresnan (Stanford U), Barbara Grosz (Harvard U), Brian Joseph (OH SU), and Janet Pierrehumbert (Northwestern U) were elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Of Note

The University of Chicago Press has re-issued The eater's guide to Chinese characters by James D. McCawley.

Condolences

The LSA joins its friends at the Modern Language Association in mourning the loss of Phyllis Franklin who died in Coral Gables, FL, on 20 August 2004. Phyllis served as Executive Director of the MLA from 1985 until her retirement in 2002. A scholar and teacher of American literature and women's studies, Phyllis contributed richly to the discussions on issues affecting the humanities and higher education. Her wisdom and leadership will be missed.

Thanks

The Society is grateful to Diana Boxer for representing the Society at the inauguration of the new president of the University of Florida.